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lNTROUDucrlON:
This item is to present the results of the Pedestrian Safety Survey from Fall 2018 and to discuss and act upon the
recommendations of a joint committee made up of City Staff, Sebastopol Police Department, Cittaslow Sebastopol
and Council Member Sarah Gurney.
BACKGROUND:
In 2018, at the request of the City Manager, Cittaslow Sebastopol and the Sebastopol Police Department developed
a preliminary outline for a pedestrian safety program regarding Education and Enforcement (Engineering to be
addressed separately in the context of Capital Improvements). It was agreed to:
• conduct a series crosswalk stings in August 2018 to address cars failing to yield;
• initiate a traffic hotline; and,
• create a community pedestrian safety survey to be circulated online and in hard copy during October 2018.
A joint committee made up of representatives from the Sebastopol Police Department, City Staff, Cittaslow
Sebastopol, and Council Member Gurney has analyzed the data from 260 survey respondents and reviewed their
suggestions. We have the following observations to share and recommendations to make:
DISCUSSION:
There are several areas to address in the realm of education and enforcement.
1. Driver AND Pedestrian Safety Education are needed. While most people focus on the perceived
misbehavior of drivers, there are many ways in which pedestrians also contribute to safety hazards and
have in fact been found at fault in the majority of the pedestrian-vehicle collisions over the past 5
years. Education efforts need to be aimed at both groups, including point of problem reminders and
general awareness campaigns.
o Sample taglinesforfailure of cars to yield: “Give pedestrians a broke” “We brake for humans”
“Slow your roll” “You are not the only one on the road! Be courteous ~1””Put down your phone”
“Show your gratitude to pedestrians and cyclists. They take cars off the road making mare room
for you.” “Sebastapal yields for pedestrians” “Stop far zero carbon transportation”
o Sample taglinesforSpeeding: “Entering town. Slow dawn” ‘7t’s nat afreeway. It’s our town”
“Slow down, my cell phone has a camera.”
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Comments about pedestrians “Many pedestrians do not use the fabulous crosswalk lights. They
step out without hitting the button so no light goes on. I often don’t see them until the last
minute.” “Mokes me crazy when they walk across the Street when there is a crosswalk nearby!
Or step out without looking. I wi/I do what/con but they have part of the responsibility.”
o Toglines for pedestrians: “Walk the Block” ~‘Safety is just a block (moment/step) away’ with on
arrow painting to the nearest light.” “Don’t assume drivers see you. Stop. Look. Live” “Make eye
contact. Wave thanks” “Put down the phone.””Cross mindfully.”
2. Cost effective enforcement activities need to be considered. With only one part-time traffic officer on
staff, in 2018, the Sebastopol Police Department gave out 858 traffic-related citations. Many citizens
wish there were a stronger police presence and want an officer to be present right at the moment that
they encounter a problem. That is not feasible at the current staffing level. We need to explore options
for making best use of the officer time available, and for increasing the sense of enforcement and a
strong police presence.
o “Truly where are the police onywoys? Never where they will see that behavior.”
o “Drivers need to see police presence and get tickets. Drivers intimidate pedestrians and / believe
there are more people that know they should stop but proceed to speed up because they know
they will not be sited.”
o “I believe that having a heavier presence of police on major traffic points and giving tickets for
not yielding to pedestrians is the best way to improve safety... I use the flashing light crossings
and have been almost run down too mony times to count because cars try to intimidate
walkers... q we ticket people or they see police they will do that less.”
o “Readjust the police assignments to keep us safe from the dangerous driver behaviors. Citizens
ore more threatened by dangerous drivers than violent crime.”
o “Heavy fines for drivers going aver the speed limit. Drivers will get it when they hove to pay for
their infractions. Put up signs saying there’s a hefty fine.”
o “Best way: hove a stingoperotion.. .get educated by way of their wallet.” “I like the stings.”
o “We need o dedicated cop to write tickets. We need many mare radar signs.”
3. The public needs options for participating with enforcement. Traffic and pedestrian safety issues
generate considerable ire amongst our citizens. Many express feelings of frustration and helplessness.
There are a variety of ways to empower the community by increasing citizen involvement in
enforcement activities, from requestng the “Speed Spy” that records actual traffic speeds on
neighborhood streets, to requesting the Slow Cat be placed as a friendly reminder. Changing the “Hot
Line” to a “Tip Line” and adding an online Web form would set realistic expectations and create better
communication. There might be ways to incorporate a Volunteer Pedestrian Safety Corps to help with
activities that do not require an actual police person, allowing our traffic officer to spend more time on
the street giving out tickets.
o “Wish the Slow Cot was out and about more.” “The Slow Cat should hove a regulor rotation.”
“Pleose consider using more of the Slow Down Kitty” “I love the Slow Down Kitty. I think we
should commission more.”
o “The Speed Spy sounds good. Also, the kitty. Those rador signs work good too.”
o “How come / never see a bike cop just hanging out dawn town talking to pedestrians. Or kids on
bikes.”
o “Wow, first I’ve heard of the hotline! I just mode o cord with the number on it for my glovebox
and will put it in my phone!”
o “I have wanted a number to call so mony times.”
o ‘7am not cleor on the purpose of the hatline? To identify areas where there are o lot of traffic
issues? To let the driving public know they ore being monitored? To stop traffic infroctions that
ore in process?”
o

4. The public needs more information about current police activities. Within the available staff and
resources, more needs to be done to make the police presence visible and to bring their activities to
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light. The public is not very aware of the current activities of the police department around pedestrian
and traffic safety issues.
o “1 understand there is little money for traffic cops but / see so much dangerous driving I’m
tempted to os/c ‘Does anyone really core?”
o “More visible ticketing of drivers wha ignore pedestrians,”
o “Post statistics on electric signs along road intermittently and in paper of number of pedestrian
accidents per month and number of tickets given. Publicize those statistics vs fender bender
accidents in town.”
Driver Education
While more research is needed to identify specific problems at specific intersections, the public expressed the
following concerns about driver behaviors:
• 29% Failure to yield
• 23%-Speeding
• 23% Distracted Driving Texting/Phones especially
• 15% Running red lights
• 10% Passing a stopped vehicle
-

-

—

-

-

Although signs are an option, they have the potential to distract drivers’ attention, causing further problems. For
example, consider the difference in your attention as a driver now that the signs on the grassy strip along Bodega
Avenue, near Ragle Road, have been removed.
Point of Problem Driver Education options to consider:
• Enlarge signage on the Slow Cat
This sculpture is very popular. It needs larger signs (a bigger “Slow”) with the potential to have other signs
(e.g., “Give Pedestrians a Brake”) depending on the most frequent neighborhood issues.
o Workwith Patrick Amiot to create a new bracket that allows for mounting different signs, and
about creating more signs.
o Consider another Slow Cat or related sculptures.
• Create a driver education/awareness bumper sticker.
Perhaps coordinated with the high school graphics program’s “design an ad” contest.
Pedestrian Education
While more research is needed to identify specific problems at specific intersections as well as mid-block jaywalking
spots, the public expressed the following concerns about pedestrian behaviors:
• 25% Stepping into the road without looking at on-coming traffic
• 21% Distracted walking (texting, talking on phone, listening to mus c)
• 16% Crossing in unmarked, unsafe locations (e.g.., mid-block)
• 15% Over reliance on the flashing light crosswalks (assuming traffic will stop)
• 12% Disobeying the signals (e.g., crossing when the red hand is up)
• 10% Failure to use tools available
-

-

-

-

-

Point of Problem Pedestrian Education options to consider:
Encouraging pedestrians to make eye contact with drivers was a consistent message, along with “put down the
phone” and “wave thank you.”
“See and be seen” was the top vote getter in the survey’s list of pedestrian taglines, reflecting the concept that it
does take effort to look and the ‘mportance of gett’ng confirmation that one has been seen.
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Stenciling on sidewalks was a favorite method suggested by survey respondents, to target the attention of
pedestrians without adding to sign clutter and confusion for drivers. Paint that is environmentally friendly lasts
about 2-3 months, letting us experiment and determine effectiveness before making more permanent sidewalk
signs. Cittaslow Sebastopol can provide the labor and management for this endeavor.
• Stencils for intersections with lots of traffic:
[eyeballs looking the direction of on-coming traffic] Catch the driver’s eye
[waving hand] Wave thank you
• Stencils for problematic jaywalking locations:
[arrow to nearest light(s)] Your safety is worth a few steps
General Pedestrian and Driver Education:
• Safety tips handout: “It takes two for safety”
There could be several formats: postcard size for some situations, rack card for others (e.g., insert in
envelopes to be included with other mailings). “It takes two for safety” could be given out during crosswalk
stings, at the Police Department Open House, at the City’s Farmer’s Market table, at school functions,
included with the newsletters, etc. Wording might include messages such as:
o Pedestrian Safety Tips
As a pedestrian, it is your job to see and be seen, and to wait for your turn to cross.
[phone with interdit] Disconnect. Cross mindfully
[eyeballs]: Catch driver’s eye
[Thumb or finger]: Push button
[Walk symbol] Wait for the sign
[waving hand] Wave thank you
o Driver Safety Tips
Drive at the speed that is safe for the conditions. If you are distracted, you should be driving at 0
mph. Pull over to text, put on make-up, eat your lunch.
Even though you may be on a highway, the rules of town driving apply.
Pedestrians have right of way at all corners, whether marked or not.
If a schoolbus has its stop signs up, halt in all directions. Do not proceed until all signs are down.
If a car in the lane beside you is stopped at a crosswalk, you must also stop. There may be a
pedestrian crossing that you don’t see.
-

-

-

Cost-effective Enforcement Activities
• Increase hours sowe have a full-time dedicated traffic officer
Our current staffing authorization does not include any traffic officer positions, full- or part-time. We had a
full-time traffic officer which was funded via a grant from the Office of Traffic Safety, between 2004 and
2007, but that position is no longer funded by the grant nor by the City. Our motorcycle officer is currently
assigned to work the day-shift and tries to focus on traffic when he is not occupied with his regular patrol
officer duties. To get 1 FTE to dedicate to traffic safety would require an additional officer.
• Buy a new portable radar sign with a light board
The existing one is 20+ years old and unreliable. We have had to rent signs that allow for entering special
wording (e.g., at Halloween, Apple Blossom...). Rental of two for a single holiday cost of $2900. It would be
more cost effective to get a new one and use it regularly in trouble spots.
• Consider short, fine violation signs at specific intersections
Many respondents felt that listing the cost of the violation could serve as a deterrent, e.g., “Redlight
violation: $405”. Research shows that raising the fines for specific violations does improve compliance.
o Needs more study of which intersections have what problems. With minimal training, this might be
conducted by volunteers.
May need to coordinate with Caltrans. Likely the prime intersections are fall within their
jurisdiction, although not all do.
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Increase crosswalk stings to 3-4 times a year
Although drivers are the primary focus, pedestrians breaking the law would also be cited. Other cities that
have enacted crosswalk stings and included high visibility campaigns (combining education and awareness
with the sting) have been able to increase driver compliance to as much as 67% [compared to the national
average of 32%]. High visibility includes
o PR, Facebook, and City website/newsletter and email notifications ahead of time;
o Sandwich signs “Pedestrian Law Enforcement in Progress” placed for drivers passing by to see;
o Passing out driver/pedestrian safety tip handouts to those walking by during the sting.
Consider passing an ordinance making it illegal to text while crossing the street
The City of Honolulu passed this law which gives law enforcement some options for enforcing safer
pedestrian behaviors. It might also provide opportunities for parents to discuss the problem of distracted
walking with their children, and to reflect on their own safety habits.
Maximize officer time on the road.
Ask officers and dispatchers for tasks that do not require an officer’s knowledge and expertise and can be
delegated to others (e.g., setting up the Slow Cat).
_______

•

•

•

Community Participation with Law Enforcement
Based on the emotional tenor of survey responses, there is a feeling in the community of powerlessness and
frustration. One way to empower citizens is to provide opportunities for active participation. For instance:
• Make it easy to request the Slow Cat.
This sculpture is positively regarded. One goal might be to give it a regular rotation so that it is always out,
with enlarged signs appropriate for the situation.
o Online request for the Slow Cat. If a neighborhood would like to have a reminder to slow down (or
other messages that might be pertinent) they should be able to go to the Police Department web
page and download a request form (or complete one online that is created by Survey Monkey,
Constant Contact or by Planetaria).
o Periodically remind people of the option on Facebook. If the Slow Cat anticipates a slow period, let
people know it’s available.
• Make it easy to request the Speed Spy.
This device documents the actual speed of cars in neighborhoods. A resident concerned about speeding
can request that the Speed Spy be erected for a week and the results documented. The Speed Spy gives
factual data enough to determine if an officer should be sent out and at what likely times of day.
o Online request for the Speed Spy. Make this request form downloadable from the Police webpage,
and/or include a link to an online form (created in Survey Monkey, Constant Contact or by
Planetaria).
• Sebastopol Cares: Traffic Tip Line
One of the biggest frustrations expressed was a perception that “nobody cares” about pedestrian safety
issues. A Traffic HOT Line was piloted last fall, but callers expected an officer would be sent out
immediately. That was not the case. This is more of a “Traffic Tip Line” where the public is invited to share
information about problematic areas or situations that can then be investigated as time permits and
aggregated to deliver an on-going feedback loop like the pedestrian survey. The success of safety
interventions can be judged by changes in the tip line tone and topics.
o Web form:
As the first step, we could develop a Sebastopol Cares campaign (SebCares.com) with a traffic tip
line form. This would require piloting a few versions before determining exactly what data needs to
be requested. The introduction to the form would clarify the intent and set realistic expectations,
with the option of letting people telephone the tip line if they prefer.
• Survey set up (on Mail Chimp or Constant Contact) Cittaslow Sebastopol can assist with
survey wording
‘
Someone to retrieve survey responses and get back to respondents as needed
• Cittaslow Sebastopol can collect and analyze the responses
5
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Phone line:
Currently a caller gets the dispatcher who ascertains if there is an emergency. If not, the caller is
routed to voice mail. The next morning the traffic officer is in, he checks the messages and calls
people back as needed. The outgoing message needs to state the line’s purpose and set realistic
expectations for a return call.
Currently requires the traffic officer to listen to messages and return calls. Time spent
doing this is time not spent on the road minding the traffic. Retrieving and routing
messages might be an activity that a volunteer could be trained to do.
Advertising:
There are ample opportunities within the City website, the City newsletter, the Police Department
Facebook page and the City’s Facebook page to promote the Tip Line and SebCares.com campaign.
Balance accessibility to the public with removing the traffic officer from his duties on the
road. Options include
• Business card for Farmer’s Market table, City Hall, police dept, volunteer corps,
and others to give out
• On the “It takes two for safety” handout with safety tips
• Periodic “ad” in City Newsletter
• “Ad” on City Website (so far has not been not listed on City website yet)
• Periodic posting on social media:
o City’s Facebook page.
o Seb PD’s Facebook page.
o Next Door
o Waccobb
_______

o

o

•

Consider the creation of a Volunteer Pedestrian Safety Corps.
Public sentiment is so high about this issue that a group of volunteers could likely be mobilized. With
training and supervision, volunteers could help with non-officer related tasks. Possible activities include:
o Identifying problems at key intersections and key jaywalking locations
o Placing and scheduling the Slow Cat
o Retrieving messages from the Traffic Tip Line
o Posting prepared educational updates on Facebook
o Passing out safety tips sheets at crosswalk stings
o Staffing a Pedestrian Safety table at the Police Open House
o Assisting with Safe Routes to Schools activities
o Potentially being ambassadors or helpers downtown during high traffic times (e.g., as Santa Cruz
has with a vest and hat)

Increased Visibility of Police Activities
The police department’s page on the City’s website and Facebook page could be used more effectively to share its
activities with the community.
Police Facebook page
o Update with weekly tidbits and “Did you know?” factoids that lead back to the parent document on
the website (bike lanes, Speed Spy, you can request Slow Cat...). Cittaslow Sebastopol can create
content each quarter (13 entries) for someone else to post
o Have City and Cittaslow Sebastopol Facebook pages share posts from the Police webpage
• Make better use of the Police Page on the website
o Have Police Facebook feed appear on City’s Police page (Planetaria)
o Make request for Slow Cat downloadable (or an online form: Planetaria)
o Make request for Speed Spy downloadable (or an online form: Planetaria)
o Make safety postcard/mailer downloadable
o Post citation statistics over the last 12-24 months (update quarterly? Every 6 months?)
6
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o Post # of weeks speed spy has been deployed in the last 6 months
o Postp~~ locations of speed spy
o Post educational article already written about bike lanes
o Post educationa artic es about distracted driving (to be written)
o Advertise how to get bumper stickers once we have them made
Pedestrian Safety table at Police Open House
o Give out our bumper stickers and post cards
o Sign up volunteers
o How to request the Slow Kitty for your neighborhood
o How to request the Speed Spy for your neighborhood

RECOMMENDATIONS TO CHOOSE FROM:
Driver Education
• Enlarge signage on the Slow Cat
o Work with Patrick Amiot to create new mounting (might be donated)
o 3 new signs ($375; Public Works)
o Consider another Slow Cat or related sculptures (might be donated)
• Create 500-1000 driver education/awareness bumper stickers, perhaps through a contest. ($1500 for
professional design; $6150 if design is coordinated through a community contest; Community Outreach)
Pedestrian Education
• 6 Stencils and 4 cans of Montana Chalk paint for intersections with lots of traffic: ($388; Cittaslow
Sebastopol)
• 4 Stencils and 2 cans of Montana Chalk paint for problematic jaywalking locations: ($244; Cittaslow
Sebastopol)

General Pedestrian and Driver Education:
• Safety tips handout: “It takes two for safety”: 2000 Postcard size to hand out ($2000, Community
Outreach)
• Safety tips handout: “It takes two for safety”: 4000 Rack Cards for mailing ($650 as add-on to postcard,
Community Outreach)

Cost-effective Enforcement Activities
• Dedicate an officer to traffic enforcement and education ($106,400; Sebastopol Police Department)
• Buy a new portable radar sign with a light board ($16,550; Sebastopol Police Department)
• Consider 10 short, fine violation signs at specific intersections ($800 -$1250 depending on whether
wording is custom or standard; Public Works)
• Increase high-visibility crosswalk stings to 3-4 times a year ($1700)
o PR ahead of time ($1300=$900 logo and press release + $400 optional Facebook ads; Outreach
Coordinator);
o 2 sandwich signs “Pedestrian Law Enforcement in Progress” placed for drivers passing by to see;
($200 each so $400 for two signs)
• Pass an ordinance making it illegal to text while crossing the street (TBD; City Attorney)
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Community Participation with Law Enforcement
• Make it easy to request the Slow Cat. ($0-$300, no charge to for link to downloadable pdf form. $300
online form; Planetaria)
• Make it easy to request the Speed Spy. ($0-$300, no charge to for link to downloadable pdf form, $300
online form; Planetaria)
• Sebastopol Cares: Traffic Tip Line ($2250; Outreach Coordinator)
o Web form at SebCares.com: ($300 online form; Planetaria)
o Phone line: (No additional expenses)
o Advertising: ($1950, includes logo creation, PR announcement; Outreach Coordinator)
• Consider the creation of a Volunteer Pedestrian Safety Corps. (TBD)
Who will recruit, train and supervise? Write a grant for this?
_______

Increased Visibility of Police Activities
• Police Facebook page ($600-$2400 for the year. $150/quarter to add already created materials;
$600/quarter to create on-going updates; Outreach Coordinator)
• Make better use of the Police Page on the website ($600 for tune-up adding already-created materials;
Outreach Coordinator)
• Optional, create a special traffic and pedestrian safety subpage ($700-$1400; Planetaria)
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